
DATE: December 4, 2016 

TO: The MRV Recreation District 

FROM: The Waitsfield Select board 

RE: Our questions and concerns regarding purchase of Mad River Park fields 

Please note: This document does not represent the consensus perspective of our Board 

members. Rather it is a compilation of the questions and concerns of our five Board 

members regarding this project. Some questions/concerns were raised by multiple 

members, while others were raised by only one or two.  

Questions: 

1. Who would be responsible for repairs if there were natural or manmade damage to the

fields if they are owned by the Rec District?

The lacrosse and soccer clubs have been asked to keep a capital improvement fund in the case of 

these emergencies.  The fund will have a floor of $6000. 

2. Did the anonymous donor of the $100,000 put any limitations or stipulations on the Rec

District’s current or future use of the fields? 

The donated funds are being provided to secure the MRP fields for community recreation. 

However, should a change of use for this land be desired in the future, the expectation is that the 

MRVRD will engage in a public process with participating municipalities and the community to 

ensure there is a suitable alternative location that will provide for these recreational needs.  This 

“condition” of funding can be established through a covenant held by the Vermont Land Trust, 

or be addressed in the MRVRD bylaws or related agreement.  Further discussion of the 

appropriate mechanism can be explored. The intention is not to restrict the land to recreation in 

perpetuity, but to ensure that there is a public and transparent process in this event and to 

ensure this substantial private investment in recreation is sustained or redirected to another site 

if that becomes necessary. 

3. What other uses might the fields have in the off seasons and off hours?

There are opportunities to host tournaments, summer camps and adult leagues as well as to rent 

the space for events that would not harm fields (or that would repair fields if damage was done). 

4. Who would regulate use of the fields by individuals or groups (beyond official use by

Mad River Soccer and Lacrosse)? 

MVRD will lease the land to soccer and lacrosse during their seasons.  There will be a 

designated board seat on MRVRD board that will oversee the lease, scheduling, mowing 

contracts and general field appearance.  

Concerns: 

1. Waitsfield will be shouldering an unfair share of the total “cost” if you include 1) loss of

the last major parcel of land for commercial development and 2) loss of sizeable tax

revenue if the land were sold and later developed in any way. (Mary Jane Potter, our
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assessor, explained to us that the assessed value of the property would increase 

substantially as soon as it were separated off and sold and again if it were developed.) 

These costs are in addition to being expected to pay an equal share of the cost of 

purchasing the land. Can a funding structure be devised in which Fayston, Warren, and 

Moretown share some of this loss? 

 

Current loss is $187.00 based on current municipal tax revenue from the piece of the parcel that 

is being sold (this piece is valued at $52,000).   

 

Waitsfield will likely experience more related economic activity in its downtown businesses by 

hosting these fields, than the other participating towns. These added benefits will come without 

paying the full price, without hiring a consultant to organize this project and without having to 

do any maintenance in the future.     

 

2. Since a part of the $15,000 annual contribution that each of the three towns (Waitsfield, 

Warren, and Fayston) currently makes to the Rec District goes toward field rental, and the towns 

would each be taking on debt (either bond or loan) to purchase the fields, is there a plan to 

reduce the $15,000 that each of the three towns currently contributes to the Rec District budget 

to account for this fact? If not, then the towns will we “double paying” for the fields. 

 

MRVRD will apply $7,250 towards the cost of mowing, insuring and covering the business park 

association fees annually.  This is an increase from the rental price of $6,000 that has been paid 

from MRVRD annual budget. 

 

The $15,000 contribution from each town goes to funding youth and adult sports and trail 

creation and maintenance.  As a community we have relied on the good work of volunteers to 

piece together our recreational needs without significant assistance from taxpayers.  The three 

towns have benefited from this as recreation is why people relocate to the Valley. This amount is 

incredibly low compared to our neighboring ski towns; Killington’s annual operating budget is 

$150,000 and Stowe’s is $500,000. 

 

3. We are concerned about proceeding if some plan is not worked out to include a 

contribution from Moretown toward field purchase (or at least some sort of equivalent payment 

for use of the fields by their children and families). The cost should not be born only by Warren, 

Waitsfield, and Fayston when all Valley kids are involved in both sports. 

 

We are also concerned.  We are working 25% harder to ensure that Moretown is at the table and 

that they contribute.  However, if they do not, the price is still attractive if split between 3 towns. 

 

4. Harwood sports teams use the fields but Harwood is not paying for this use. Their use of 

the fields should come from their athletic and capital budget. Perhaps there should be a “fee for 

use” structure for all users of the fields (see #4 above)? 

 

Harwood has not used the fields this season and GMVS has not in 2 seasons.  We can look at a 

fee in the future, however there has been support from both schools when youth soccer has 

needed space. 



 

5. We would like to see a detailed plan and budget for ongoing maintenance and emergency 

repairs of the fields to ensure that there are not new costs that arise after purchase toward which 

the Town would be asked to contribute (see #9 below).  

 

Annual operating costs:  These costs will come from the MRVRD current budget.  Additional 

maintenance of seeding and hospitality amenities will be paid for by the clubs.  The clubs will 

also maintain a capital fund with no less than $6,000.  

 

MRP Fields annual operating budget 

Responsible Party Item Cost 

MRVRD Mowing 5,000 

MRVRD MRP association dues 1,500 

MRVRD Required Insurance $750 

 

Total 7,250 

Clubs Seeding, upkeep 

TB

D 

Clubs Porta potties 

TB

D 

Clubs capital fund $6,000 

 

 

6. Do we want to accept a state conservation grant (if one is awarded) knowing that it will 

mean that the field must remain in recreational use forever? Are there any downsides to this 

according to the Recreation District? 

 

We do not see any down sides. 

 

7. What is the exact nature of the option on the Kingsbury proposal?  Is there a specified 

length of time in which it is open or within which the sale would need to be concluded? Is there a 

cost associated with it? Is it renewable? 

Rebecca and Liza are meeting with the Kingsbury’s on 12/16 and will have these questions 

answered. The working plan has been that the Kingsbury’s will provide an Option to Purchase 

agreement, likely extending until June, 2016 to provide time to seek public grants, private 

donations and municipal contributions for the purchase. An Option Payment will be negotiated, 

and provided by the Vermont Land Trust. When it is clear that the various sources of funding are 

secure, the Option will be “exercised” and an additional period of time will be available to 

complete pre-closing tasks, such as title work, and a Phase 1 Environmental 



Assessment.  During this time, the Kingsbury’s would pursue a lot line adjustment and secure 

local and state permits that may be necessary for the subdivision and sale of the parcel. The 

purchase can likely be completed by late summer or the fall of 2017. 

8. We still have some questions regarding whether sufficient field space might be compiled 

via another mechanism. Before Mad River Park was used, the Valley still had a quality youth 

soccer program. If every town in the Valley counted up their existing fields, and examined how 

many others they could bring up to competition grade, and at what cost, what would be the 

tally?  We know Logan went through this exercise for us, but maybe he could re-examine this 

subject and report back. 

 

We will present the maps to the Waitsfield select board on the 12/19 meeting. This information 

will demonstrate how all of the available recreation fields are being used to capacity to support 

the current youth sports programs.  

 

9. Does the District intend to develop its own income streams to fund ongoing maintenance 

and emergency repairs?  If so in what way(s)? 

1. Fund raisers? 

2. On site food sales? 

3. Sale of promotional stuff? 

4. Tournament fees? 

 

MRVRD is undergoing a strategic planning process.  We will explore the possibilities of 

monetizing use of the fields.   

 

10. We realize that the soccer and lacrosse programs are loath to raise parent fees, but we 

believe a small fee increase (perhaps $10/player) might be in order and could be accompanied by 

increased scholarship assistance for any families to whom this provides a hardship. Isn’t it the 

case that the MRV Little League already charges higher player fees? We feel that all options for 

financing this project and sharing the costs with users, even in this small symbolic way, should 

be considered. 

We have a unique situation where the cost of this asset can be split by 3 towns. Many towns 

would have to fund this by themselves!  We are working hard to engage a 4th town in this 

effort.  We are also working diligently to reduce the costs to the towns by fundraising and 

seeking grants funds. The amount we are asking Waitsfield for is drastically reduced as a result 

of our efforts and the foresight of the founders of the 3-member town rec district. 

 

The clubs will raise fees to cover the seeding and contributions to the emergency fund. 

 


